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HEDETNIEMI’S CONJECTURE VIA ALTERMATIC NUMBER
MEYSAM ALISHAHI AND HOSSEIN HAJIABOLHASSAN
Abstract. A 50 years unsolved conjecture by Hedetniemi [Homomorphisms of graphs and au-
tomata, Thesis (Ph.D.)–University of Michigan, 1966] asserts that the chromatic number of the
categorical product of two graphs G and H is min{χ(G), χ(H)}. The present authors [On the chro-
matic number of general Kneser hypergraphs. Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series B, 2015.]
introduced the altermatic and the strong altermatic number of graphs as two tight lower bounds for
the chromatic number of graphs. In this work, we prove a relaxation of Hedetniemi’s conjecture in
terms of strong altermatic number. Also, we present a tight lower bound for the chromatic number
of the categorical product of two graphs in term of their altermatic and strong altermatic numbers.
These results enrich the family of pair graphs {G,H} satisfying Hedetniemi’s conjecture.
Keywords: chromatic Number, Hedetniemi’s conjecture, altermatic number, strong altermatic
number.
1. Introduction
A challenging and long-standing conjecture in graph theory is Hedetniemi’s conjecture [9] which
asserts that the chromatic number of the categorical product of two graphs is the minimum of
that of graphs. There are a few general results about the chromatic number of the categorical
product of graphs whose chromatic numbers are large enough. In view of topological bounds, it
has earlier been shown that Hedetniemi’s conjecture holds for any two graphs for which some of
topological bound on the chromatic number is tight, see [10, 22, 25]. A family of graphs is tight
if Hedetniemi’s conjecture holds for any two graphs of this family. In this paper, we enrich the
topological family of tight graphs. In this regard, we consider the altermatic number and the strong
altermatic number of graphs to determine the chromatic number of the categorical product of some
graphs. The altermatic number of general Kneser hypergraphs was introduced in [1] to obtain a
tight lower bound for the chromatic number of general Kneser hypergraphs which is a substantial
improvement on the Dol’nikov-Krˇ´ızˇ lower bound [8, 12, 13].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we set up notations and terminologies. In par-
ticular, we will be concerned with the definition of the altermatic number and the strong altermatic
number of graphs and we mention some results about them. In Section 3, in view of an appropriate
Kneser representation for the Mycielskian of a graph, we show that the altermatic number behaves
like the chromatic number for the Mycielskian of a graph. Precisely, we show that the altermatic
number of the Mycielskian of a graph G is at least the altermatic number of G plus one. Next,
we prove some relaxation versions of Hedetniemi’s conjecture for altermatic number and strong
altermatic number. By topological methods, it has earlier been shown that Hedetniemi’s conjec-
ture holds for any two graphs of the family of Kneser graphs, Schrijver graphs, and the iterated
Mycielskian of any such graphs. We enrich this result to other graphs such as a large family of
Kneser multigraphs, matching graphs, and permutation graphs.
2. Notations and Terminologies
2.1. Basic Preliminaries. Hereafter, the symbol [n] stands for the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. A hypergraph
H is an ordered pair (V (H), E(H)) consisting of a nonempty set of vertices V (H) and a set of
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edges E(H) which is a family of nonempty subsets of V (H). Unless otherwise stated, we consider
simple hypergraphs, i.e., E(H) is a family of distinct nonempty subsets of V (H). A mapping
h : V (H) −→ [k] is called a k-coloring for H if the vertices of any edge e of H receive at least two
distinct colors, i.e., |{h(v) : v ∈ e}| ≥ 2. In other words, no edge is monochromatic. The minimum
k such that H admits a k-coloring is called the chromatic number of H and denoted by χ(H). Since
for any k there is no k-coloring for a hypergraph with some edge of size 1, we define the chromatic
number of such a hypergraph to be infinite. A hypergraph H is k-uniform, if all edges of H have
the same size k. A 2-uniform hypergraph is called a graph.
For two graphs G and H, a homomorphism from G to H is a mapping f : V (G) −→ V (H) which
preserves the adjacency, i.e., if xy ∈ E(G), then f(x)f(y) ∈ E(H). For brevity, we use G −→ H
to denote that there is a homomorphism from G to H. We call G and H are homomorphically
equivalent, denoted by G ←→ H, if we have both G −→ H and H −→ G. It is possible to
reformulate several well-known concepts in graph colorings via graph homomorphism. For example,
the chromatic number of a graph G is the minimum integer k for which there is a homomorphism
from G to the complete graph Kk. One can see that if two graphs are homomorphically equivalent,
then they have the same chromatic number, circular chromatic number, and fractional chromatic
number. An isomorphism between two graphs G and H is a bijective map f : V (G) −→ V (H)
such that both f and f−1 are graph homomorphism. For brevity, we use G ∼= H to mention that
there is an isomorphism between G and H. Also, if G ∼= H, then we say G and H are isomorphic.
For a hypergraph H = (V (H), E(H)), the general Kneser graph KG(H) has the set E(H) as
vertex set and two vertices are adjacent if the corresponding edges are disjoint. It is a well-known
result that for any graph G there is a family FG of hypergraphs such that for any H ∈ FG, the
graph KG(H) is isomorphic to G. Hereafter, any hypergraph H ∈ FG will be referred to as a
Kneser representation of G. One can see that a graph has various Kneser representations.
A subset S ⊆ [n] is said to be s-stable if s ≤ |i − j| ≤ n − s for any distinct i, j ∈ S. Here-
after, for a set A ⊆ [n], the hypergraphs
(
A
k
)
and
(
A
k
)
s
have [n] as vertex set and the edge sets
consisting of all k-subsets and all s-stable k-subsets of A, respectively. The “usual” Kneser graph
KG(n, k) and s-stable Kneser graph KG(n, k)s−stab have all k-subsets and all s-stable k-subsets of
[n] as vertex sets, respectively. Also, in these graphs, two vertices are adjacent, whenever the corre-
sponding sets are disjoint. Note that KG(
([n]
k
)
) ∼= KG(n, k) and KG(
([n]
k
)
s
) ∼= KG(n, k)s−stab. The
graph KG(n, k)2−stab = SG(n, k) is known as Schrijver graph. In 1955, Kneser conjectured that
χ(KG(n, k)) = n− 2k+2. Lova´sz [16], by using the Borsuk-Ulam theorem, proved this conjecture.
Next, it was improved by Schrijver [21] who proved that the Schrijver graph SG(n, k) is a critical
subgraph of the Kneser graph KG(n, k) with the same chromatic number. For more about the
chromatic number of s-stable Kneser graphs, we refer the reader to [1, 5, 19, 21].
2.2. Altermatic Number. Let V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} be a set of size n. The signed-power set of V
is defined as Ps(V ) = {(A,B) : A,B ⊆ V,A ∩B = ∅}. Let LV be the set of all linear orderings
of V , i.e., LV = {vi1 < vi2 < · · · < vin : (i1, i2, . . . , in) ∈ Sn}, where Sn is the symmetric group.
For any linear ordering σ : vi1 < vi2 < · · · < vin ∈ LV and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, define σ(j) = vij . Also, for
any X = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ {−1, 0,+1}
n, define Xσ = (X
+
σ ,X
−
σ ) ∈ Ps(V ), where X
+
σ = {σ(j) : xj =
+1} = {vij : xj = +1} and X
−
σ = {σ(k) : xk = −1} = {vik : xk = −1}.
The sequence y1, y2, . . . , ym ∈ {−1,+1} is said to be an alternating sequence, if any two consec-
utive terms of this sequence are different, i.e., yiyi+1 < 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m − 1. The alternation
number alt(X) of an X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ {−1, 0,+1}
n \ {(0, 0, . . . , 0)} is the length of a longest
alternating subsequence of nonzero entries of (x1, x1, . . . , xn). Note that we consider just nonzero
entries to determine the alternation number of X. We also define alt((0, 0, . . . , 0)) = 0.
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For any hypergraph H = (V,E) and a linear ordering σ ∈ LV , define altσ(H) (resp. saltσ(H))
to be the largest integer k such that there is an X ∈ {−1, 0,+1}n with alt(X) = k and that none
(resp. at most one) of X+σ and X
−
σ contains any (resp. some) edge of H.
Note that if every singleton is an edge of H, then altσ(H) = 0. Also, altσ(H) ≤ saltσ(H) and
equality can hold. Now set alt(H) = min{altσ(H) : σ ∈ LV } and salt(H) = min{saltσ(H) : σ ∈
LV }. Define the altermatic number and the strong altermatic number of a graph G, respectively,
as follows
ζ(G) = max
H
{|V (H)| − alt(H) : KG(H)←→ G}
and
ζs(G) = max
H
{|V (H)|+ 1− salt(H) : KG(H)←→ G} .
It was proved in [1] that both altermatic number and strong altermatic number provide tight
lower bounds for the chromatic number of graphs.
Theorem A. [1] For any graph G, we have
χ(G) ≥ max {ζ(G), ζs(G)} .
In view of the aforementioned theorem, one can determine the chromatic number of some family
of graphs. We should mention that Meunier [18] proved that it is a hard problem to compute the
altermatic number of graphs.
3. Results
In this section, first we study the altermatic number of the Mycielski construction of graphs.
Next, we present some lower bounds for the chromatic number of the categorical product of graphs
in terms of the altermatic number and strong altermatic number of graphs. These bounds enable
us to determine the chromatic number of the categorical product of some new families of graphs.
3.1. Mycielski Construction. For a given graph G with the vertex set V (G) = {u1, . . . , un},
the Mycielskian of G is the graph M(G) with the vertex set V (M(G)) = {u1, . . . , un, v1, . . . , vn, w}
and the edge set E(M(G)) = E(G) ∪ {uivj : uiuj ∈ E(G)} ∪ {wvi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. In fact, the
Mycielski graph M(G) contains the graph G itself as an isomorphic induced subgraph, along with
n + 1 additional vertices. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, vi is called the twin of ui and they have the same
neighborhood in G and also the vertex w is termed the root vertex. The vertex w and vi’s form
a star graph. Some coloring properties of the Mycielski graph M(G) have been studied in the
literature. For instance, it is known that χ(M(G)) = χ(G) + 1 and χf (M(G)) = χf (G) +
1
χf (G)
,
where χf (G) is the fractional chromatic number of G.
For any vector ~r = (r1, . . . , rn) with positive integer entries and any ordering µ : uk1 < uk2 <
· · · < ukn of the vertex set of G, the (~r, µ)-blow up graph G(~r, µ) of G is obtained by replacing
each vertex uki of G by ri vertices u
1
ki
, . . . , uriki , such that for any 1 ≤ l ≤ ri and 1 ≤ l
′ ≤ rj, u
l
ki
is adjacent to ul
′
kj
if uki is adjacent to ukj in G. In other words, the edge ukiukj is replaced by
the complete bipartite graph Kri,rj . Note that for any vector ~r with positive integer entries, two
graphs G(~r, µ) and G are homomorphically equivalent.
Lemma 1. For any graph G, we have ζ(M(G)) ≥ ζ(G) + 1.
Proof. Consider a hypergraphF = ([n], E(F)) such that that KG(F) is homomorphically equivalent
to G and that there exists an ordering σ of [n] for which ζ(G) = n − altσ(F). Let E(F) =
{A1, . . . , Am}. Set t = ζ(G) and ~r = (r1, . . . , r2m+1), where r1 = · · · = rm = 2t + 1, rm+1 = · · · =
r2m =
(2t+1
t+1
)
, and r2m+1 = 1. Also, consider an ordering µ of the vertex set of M(KG(F)) such
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that the first m vertices of µ form the vertex set of KG(F) and the last vertex corresponds to the
root vertex of M(KG(F)).
In what follows, we introduce a Kneser representation for the (~r, µ)-blow up of M(KG(F)), i.e.,
M(KG(F))(~r, µ). Note that M(KG(F))(~r, µ) and M(G) are homomorphically equivalent. Define
V ′ = {b1, b2, . . . , b2t+1, c1, c2, . . . , c(2t+1)(m−1)},
V ′′ = {a1,1, a1,2, . . . , a1,(2t+1), a2,1, a2,2, . . . , a2,(2t+1), . . . , am,1, am,2, . . . , am,2t+1},
where V ′, V ′′, and the set [n] are pairwise disjoint. Set V = [n] ∪ V ′ ∪ V ′′ and l =
(2t+1
t+1
)
. For
any 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2t + 1, define Ai,j = Ai ∪ {ai,j}. Moreover, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
consider distinct sets Bi,1, . . . , Bi,l such that for any 1 ≤ k ≤ l, there exists a unique (t+ 1)-subset
{bk1 , bk2 , . . . , bkt+1} of {b1, b2, . . . , b2t+1} where Bi,k = Ai ∪ {bk1 , bk2 , . . . , bkt+1}. Set H = (V,E(H)),
where
E(H) = {Ai,j , Bi,k : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2t+ 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ l} ∪ {V
′′}.
One can check that KG(H) provides a Kneser representation for M(KG(F))(~r, µ). To see this, one
can check that Aij ’s, Bij’s, and V
′′ are corresponding to the copies of the vertices of KG(F), their
twins, and the root vertex, respectively. Note that V (H) = V and also c1, . . . , c(m−1)(2t+1) are the
isolated vertices of H. As a benefit of using isolated vertices, we present an ordering π to determine
the altermatic number of M(KG(F))(~r, µ). First, consider the ordering τ as follows
a1,1 < c1 < a2,1 < c2 < · · · < am−1,1 < cm−1 < am,1 < b1 <
a1,2 < cm < a2,2 < cm+1 < · · · < am−1,2 < c2m−2 < am,2 < b2 <
...
a1,2t+1 < c2t(m−1)+1 < a2,2t+1 < · · · < c(2t+1)(m−1) < am,2t+1 < b2t+1
Construct the ordering π by concatenating the ordering σ after τ , i.e., π = τ ||σ. Note that the
number of elements of π is (2t + 1)m + (2t + 1) + (2t + 1)(m − 1) + n = 2m(2t + 1) + n. Define
p = 2m(2t + 1) + n. Now we claim that altpi(H) ≤ altσ(F) + 2m(2t + 1) − 1 which implies the
assertion. To see this, assume that X = (x1, x2, . . . , xp) ∈ {−1, 0,+1}
p\{(0, 0, . . . , 0)} and alt(X) =
altσ(F)+2m(2t+1).We show thatX
+
pi orX
−
pi contains an edge ofH. If alt((x1, x2, . . . , x2m(2t+1))) =
2m(2t+1), then X+pi or X
−
pi contains {a1,1, a1,2, . . . , am,2t+1}, i.e., the root vertex; and consequently,
the assertion follows. Hence, let alt((x1, x2, . . . , x2m(2t+1))) ≤ 2m(2t + 1) − 1; and consequently,
alt(Y ) ≥ altσ(F) + 1, where Y = (x2m(2t+1)+1, x2m(2t+1)+2, . . . , xp). Hence, Y
+
σ or Y
−
σ contains
an edge of F . Without loss of generality, suppose that Y +σ contains Ai ∈ F . If ai,j = +1 for
some 1 ≤ j ≤ 2t + 1, then Ai,j ∈ E(H) and Ai,j ⊆ X
+
pi . Moreover, if there exists a (t + 1)-subset
{bk1 , bk2 , . . . , bkt+1} such that bkj = +1 for any 1 ≤ j ≤ t+1, then Ai ∪ {bk1 , bk2 , . . . , bkt+1} ∈ E(H)
and Ai ∪ {bk1 , bk2 , . . . , bkt+1} ⊆ X
+
pi . On the other hand, if for some 1 ≤ j ≤ 2t + 1, ai,j 6= +1 and
bj 6= +1, then one can check that alt((x2m(j−1)+1, x2m(j−1)+2, . . . , x2mj)) ≤ 2m − 1. Therefore, if
for any 1 ≤ j ≤ 2t + 1, ai,j 6= +1, and if for any (t + 1)-subset {bk1 , bk2 , . . . , bkt+1}, there exists
some 1 ≤ j ≤ 2t+ 1 such that bkj 6= +1, then one can conclude that alt((x1, x2, . . . , x2m(2t+1))) ≤
2m(2t+ 1)− (t+ 1) = 2m(2t+ 1)− n+ altσ(F)− 1. Also, alt(X) = altσ(F) + 2m(2t+ 1); hence,
we should have alt(Y ) ≥ n+ 1 which is impossible. 
A graph G is said to be alternatively t-chromatic (resp. strongly alternatively t-chromatic) if
ζ(G) = χ(G) = t (resp. ζs(G) = χ(G) = t). Note that if two graphs G and H are homomorphically
equivalent, then M(G) and M(H) are homomorphically equivalent as well. In other words, the
previous theorem states that the graphM(G) is alternatively (t+1)-chromatic graph provided that
G is alternatively t-chromatic graph.
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3.2. Chromatic Number of Categorical Product. There are several kinds of graph products
in the literature. The categorical product G×H of two graphs G and H is defined by V (G×H) =
V (G)×V (H), where two vertices (u1, u2) and (v1, v2) are adjacent if u1v1 ∈ E(G) and u2v2 ∈ E(H).
It is easy to check that by any coloring of G or H, we can present a coloring of G×H; and therefore,
χ(G × H) ≤ min{χ(G), χ(H)}. In 1966, Hedetniemi [9] introduced his interesting conjecture,
celled Hedetniemi’s conjecture, about the chromatic number of the categorical product of two
graphs, which states that χ(G ×H) = min{χ(G), χ(H)}. This conjecture has been studied in the
literature, see [7, 14, 20, 23, 25, 28]. In [26], Zhu generalized Hedetniemi’s conjecture to the circular
chromatic number of graphs. Precisely, he conjectured χc(G×H) = min{χc(G), χc(H)}. For more
results about this conjecture and circular chromatic number, we refer the reader to [15, 24, 26, 27].
In view of topological bounds for chromatic number, it was shown that Hedetniemi’s conjecture
holds for any two graphs for which some of topological bounds on the chromatic number are tight,
see [7, 10, 11, 22, 25].
Theorem B. [11, 22] For any two graphs G and H, we have
coind(B(G×H)) = min{coind(B(G)), coind(B(H))}.
Note that it is not known whether the following inequality holds
coind(B0(G×H)) ≥ min{coind(B0(G)), coind(B0(H))}.
The quantities coind(B0(G)) and coind(B(G)) used in the statement of the previous assertions
are referring to two topological parameters; coindices of two variations of box complexes of G, for
more about these parameters see [17].
In this section, we present some lower bounds for the chromatic number of the categorical product
of graphs.
Lemma 2. Let G and H be two graphs. If there exists a graph homomorphism f : H −→ G, then
ζ(H) ≤ ζ(G) and also ζs(H) ≤ ζs(G).
Proof. We prove ζ(H) ≤ ζ(G) and similarly one can show ζs(H) ≤ ζs(G). First, we assume that
H is a subgraph of G and we prove a stronger assertion. In fact, we show that if H is a subgraph
of G and H = ([n], E(H)) is a Kneser representation of H, i.e., KG(H) is isomorphic to H, then
there exists a Kneser representation G = (Y,E(G)) for G such that n− alt(H) ≤ |Y | − alt(G).
Without loss of generality, suppose that alt(H) = altσ(H), where σ is an ordering of V (H). Let
g : V (H) −→ E(H) be an isomorphism between H and KG(H). Also, one can assume that H is a
spanning subgraph of G. To see this, let v ∈ V (G)\V (H). Now add this vertex to H as an isolated
vertex to obtain H1. Set H1 = ([n + 1], E(H1)), where E(H1) = E(H) ∪ {{1, 2, . . . , n + 1}}. One
can see that KG(H1) is isomorphic to H1. Also, altσ′(H1) ≤ altσ(H) + 1, where the ordering σ
′ is
obtained by adding the element n + 1 at the end of the ordering σ. Therefore, n + 1 − alt(H1) ≥
n + 1 − altσ′(H1) ≥ n − altσ(H) = n − alt(H). By repeating the previous procedure, if it is
necessary, we can find a spanning subgraph H¯ of G and a Kneser representation H¯ for H¯ such that
H¯ = ([n + l], E(H¯)), l = |V (G)| − |V (H)|, and that n − alt(H) ≤ n + l − alt(H¯). Therefore, it is
enough to prove this lemma just for spanning subgraphs.
Now assume that H is a spanning subgraph of G. Again, without loss of generality, suppose that
there is an edge e = ab ∈ E(G) such that H + e = G. Let g(a) = A and g(b) = B. Since a and
b are not adjacent, A ∩ B is a nonempty set. Let A ∩ B = {y1, y2, . . . , yt}. Consider 2t positive
integers {y′1, y
′
2, . . . , y
′
t} ∪ {z1, z2, . . . , zt} disjoint from [n]. Let H0 = H, σ0 = σ, g0 = g, and
Y0 = [n]. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ t, set Yi = [n] ∪ {y
′
1, z1, y
′
2, z2, . . . , y
′
i, zi}. Assume that Hi = (Yi, E(Hi)),
σi ∈ LYi , and gi : V (H) −→ Hi are defined when i < t. Define gi+1(a) = gi(a) ∪ {y
′
i+1} \ {yi+1}
and gi+1(b) = gi(b). Also, for u 6∈ {a, b}, if yi+1 ∈ gi(u), then define gi+1(u) = gi(u) ∪ {y
′
i+1};
otherwise, set gi+1(u) = gi(u). Consider the hypergraph Hi+1 = (Yi+1, E(Hi+1)), where Yi+1 =
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Yi ∪ {y
′
i+1, zi+1} and E(Hi+1) = {gi+1(v) : v ∈ V (H)}. To obtain the ordering σi+1, replace
yi+1 with yi+1 < zi+1 < y
′
i+1 in the ordering σi, i.e., put zi+1 immediately after yi+1 and put
y′i+1 after zi+1. Note that σi+1 ∈ LYi+1 , where Yi+1 = [n] ∪ {y
′
1, z1, y
′
2, z2, . . . , y
′
i+1, zi+1}. One
can see that altσi+1(Hi+1) ≤ 2 + altσi(Hi); and therefore, altσt(Ht) ≤ 2t + altσ0(H0). Note that
KG(Ht) ∼= H + e = G. Set G = Ht and Y = Yt. Consequently,
|Y | − alt(G) ≥ n+ 2t− altσt(G) ≥ n+ 2t− (2t+ altσ0(H0)) = n− altσ(H) = n− alt(H).
Now assume that for two graphs G and H, there exists a graph homomorphism f : H −→ G.
In view of definition of ζ(H) and since ζ(H) < ∞ (ζ(H) ≤ χ(H)), there is a graph H¯ and a
hypergraph H¯ = ([m], E(H¯)) such that H¯ is homomorphically equivalent to H, KG(H¯) ∼= H¯ and
ζ(H) = m − alt(H¯). Since H and H¯ are homomorphically equivalent and that there exists a
graph homomorphism f : H −→ G, the graph G¯ = G ∪ H¯, i.e., the disjoint union of G and H¯, is
homomorphically equivalent to the graph G and also this graph has H¯ as its subgraph. In view of
the aforementioned discussion, there are Y¯ and G¯ = (Y¯ , E(G¯)) such that KG(G¯) ∼= G¯ and
ζ(H) = m− alt(H¯) ≤ |Y¯ | − alt(G¯) ≤ ζ(G¯) = ζ(G).
Similarly, one can show ζs(H) ≤ ζs(G). 
In view of the proof of the aforementioned lemma, the next corollary follows.
Corollary 1. If H is a subgraph of G, then ζ(H) ≤ ζ(G) and ζs(H) ≤ ζs(G). In particular, for
any graph G, we have min{ζ(G), ζs(G)} ≥ ω(G), where ω(G) is the clique number of G.
In the next result, we show the accuracy of Hedetniemi’s conjecture for the strong altermatic
number of graphs.
Theorem 1. For any two graphs G and H, we have
a) ζs(G×H) = min{ζs(G), ζs(H)},
b) ζ(G×H) ≥ max{min{ζ(G), ζs(H)− 1},min{ζs(G) − 1, ζ(H)}}.
Proof. First, we prove part (a). Consider two hypergraphs G = (V,E(G)) and H = (V ′, E(H))
such that KG(G) and KG(H) are homomorphically equivalent to G and H, respectively, and also,
ζs(G) = 1+ |V | − salt(G) and ζs(H) = 1+ |V
′| − salt(H). Without loss of generality, suppose that
V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, V ′ = {n + 1, n + 2, . . . , n + m}, salt(G) = saltσ(G), and salt(H) = saltτ (H),
where σ (resp. τ) is an ordering of V (resp. V ′).
Let F = ([n + m], E(F)), where E(F) = {A ∪ B : A ∈ E(G) & B ∈ E(H)}. One can check
that KG(F) ∼= KG(G) × KG(H) ←→ G × H and also, ζs(G × H) ≥ 1 + n + m − salt(F) ≥
min{ζs(G), ζs(H)}. To see this, it is enough to show saltpi(F) ≤ max{|V
′|+salt(G), |V |+salt(H)},
where π = σ||τ . Define l = max{|V ′| + salt(G), |V | + salt(H)}. Consider an X ∈ {−1, 0, 1}n+m
with alt(X) ≥ 1 + l.
Now consider two vectors X(1),X(2) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}n+m such that the first n coordinates of X(1)
(resp. the last m coordinates of X(2)) are the same as X and the last m coordinates of X(1)
(resp. the first n coordinates of X(2)) are zero. If alt(X(1)) > saltσ(G) and alt(X(2)) > saltτ (H),
then each of X+pi and X
−
pi has an edge of F and it completes the proof. On the contrary, suppose
alt(X(1)) ≤ saltσ(G). Therefore, alt(X) ≤ alt(X(1)) + alt(X(2)) ≤ saltσ(G) + |V
′| ≤ l which is a
contradiction. By a similar argument, we conclude that alt(X(2)) > saltτ (H). Hence, ζs(G×H) ≥
min{ζs(G), ζs(H)}. On the other hand, there exists a graph homomorphisms from G ×H into G
(resp. H). Consequently, by Lemma 2, we have ζs(G×H) ≤ min{ζs(G), ζs(H)}.
Now we prove part (b). In view of symmetry, it suffices to prove ζ(G×H) ≥ min{ζ(G), ζs(H)−1}.
Consider two hypergraphs G = (V,E(G)) and H = (V ′, E(H)), such that G ←→ KG(G), H ←→
KG(H), ζ(G) = |V | − alt(G), and ζs(H) = |V
′| + 1 − salt(H). Without loss of generality,
suppose that V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, V ′ = {n + 1, n + 2, . . . , n + m}, ζ(G) = |V | − altσ(G), and
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ζs(H) = |V
′| + 1 − saltτ (H), where σ ∈ LV and τ ∈ LV ′ . Let L = ([n + m], E(L)), where
E(L) = {A ∪B : A ∈ G & B ∈ H}. One can check that KG(L) ∼= KG(G) × KG(H); and there-
fore, KG(L) ←→ G × H. Set π = σ||τ and M = max{|V | + saltτ (H), |V
′| + altσ(G)}. Now we
show that altpi(L) ≤ M . To see this, consider an X ∈ {−1, 0,+1}
m+n \ {(0, 0, . . . , 0)} such that
alt(X) ≥M +1. Let X(1),X(2) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m+n be the same as in the proof of the previous part.
One can see that there exists an alternative subsequence of nonzero terms in X(1) of length more
than altσ(G). Therefore, X(1)
+
σ or X(1)
−
σ contains some edge of G. Now we show that that both
X(2)+τ and X(2)
−
τ have some edges of H. On the contrary, suppose that this is not true. Therefore,
we have alt(X(2)) ≤ saltτ (H); and thus, alt(X) ≤ |V | + alt(X(2)) ≤ M which is a contradiction.
Hence, assume A ⊆ X(2)+τ , B ⊆ X(2)
−
τ and C ⊆ X(1)
+
σ , where A,B ∈ E(H) and C ∈ E(G). Now
in view of A ∪C ⊆ X+pi and that A ∪ C ∈ E(L), the assertion follows.
Hence, we have
ζ(G×H) ≥ m+ n− altpi(L)
≥ m+ n−M
= min{n− altσ(G),m − saltτ (H)}
= min{ζ(G), ζs(H)− 1},
as desired. 
Theorem 2. Let G = (V,E(G)) and H = (V ′, E(H)) be two hypergraphs. Also, assume that σ ∈ LV
and τ ∈ LV ′ such that ζ(KG(G)) = |V | − altσ(G) and ζ(KG(H)) = |V
′| − altτ (H). If
max
{
|V |+ altτ (H), |V
′|+ altσ(G)
}
≥ saltσ(G) + saltτ (H),
then ζ(KG(G) ×KG(H)) ≥ min {ζ(KG(G)), ζ(KG(H))} .
Proof. Let G = KG(G) and H = KG(H). Without loss of generality, suppose that V = {1, 2, . . . , n}
and V ′ = {n+1, n+2, . . . , n+m}. Let L = ([n+m], E(L)) whereE(L) = {A ∪B : A ∈ G & B ∈ H}.
Note that KG(L) ∼= KG(G) × KG(H) ∼= G ×H. Set π = σ||τ and M = max{|V |+ altτ (H), |V
′|+
altσ(G)}. In view of the assumption, we have
M = max{|V |+ altτ (H), |V
′|+ altσ(G)} ≥ saltσ(G) + saltτ (H).
Now we show altpi(L) ≤M . To see this, consider an X ∈ {−1, 0,+1}
m+n \{(0, 0, . . . , 0)} such that
alt(X) ≥M+1. Consider two vectors X(1),X(2) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m+n such that the first n coordinates
of X(1) (resp. the last m coordinates of X(2)) are the same as X and the last m coordinates of
X(1) (resp. the first n coordinates of X(2)) are zero. One can see that there exists an alternative
subsequence of nonzero terms in X(1) (resp. X(2)) of length more than altσ(G) (resp. altτ (H)).
Therefore, X(1)+σ or X(1)
−
σ (resp. X(2)
+
τ or X(2)
−
τ ) has some edge of G (resp. H). Now we show
that both X(1)+σ and X(1)
−
σ or both X(2)
+
τ and X(2)
−
τ have some edges of G or H, respectively.
On the contrary, suppose that this is not true. Therefore, we have alt(X(1)) ≤ saltσ(G) and
alt(X(2)) ≤ saltτ (H). These inequalities imply that alt(X) ≤ alt(X(1)) + alt(X(2)) ≤ M which
is a contradiction. Hence, without loss of generality, suppose that A ⊆ X(1)+σ , B ⊆ X(1)
−
σ , and
C ⊆ X(2)+τ ,where A,B ∈ E(G) and C ∈ E(H). Now in view of A∪C ⊆ X
+
pi and that A∪C ∈ E(L),
the assertion follows.
Hence, we have
ζ(G×H) ≥ m+ n− altpi(L)
≥ m+ n−M
= min{ζ(G), ζ(H)},
as desired. 
In view of Theorems 1 and 2, one can determine the chromatic number of the categorical product
of some family of graphs. In particular, if both of them are strongly alternatively t-chromatic graphs.
Note that the following graphs are strongly alternatively t-chromatic graphs.
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(1) Schrijver graphs and Kneser graphs
(2) The Kneser multigraph KG(G,F): G is a multigraph such that all of its edges have even
multiplicities and F is a family of its simple subgraphs, see [2].
(3) Some of the matching graphs KG(G, rK2), see [3].
By Theorem B, for any two graphs G and H, we have
coind(B(G×H)) = min{coind(B(G)), coind(B(H))}.
Also, in [6], it was proved that coind(B(M(G))) ≥ coind(B(G))+1, whereM(G) is the Mycielskian
of G. The present authors [4] proved that for a graph G, we have
χ(G) ≥ coind(B0(G)) + 1 ≥ ζ(G) and χ(G) ≥ coind(B(G)) + 2 ≥ ζs(G).
Consequently, one can see that Hedetniemi’s conjecture holds for any two graphs of the family of
strongly alternatively t-chromatic graphs and the iterated Mycielskian of any such graphs.
We showed that the following graphs are alternatively t-chromatic graphs. Hence, in view of
Theorems 1 and 2, one can introduce several tight families.
(1) Kneser graphs and multiple Kneser graphs: In [1], multiple Kneser graphs were introduced
as a generalization of Kneser graphs.
(2) Kneser Multigraphs, see [2].
(3) A family of matching graphs, see [3].
(4) The permutation graph Sr(m,n): m is large enough, see [3]
(5) Any number of iterations of the Mycielski construction starting with any graph appearing
on the list above.
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